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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259896.htm Reconcile(5次)1. As we know,

computers are used to store and ________ information efficiently.

(04/6)A) reclaim B) reconcile C) reassure D) retrieve 2. They used to

quarrel a lot, but now they are completely ____with each other.

(03/9)A) reconciled B) negotiated C) associated D)

accommodated3. I found it difficult to _____ my career ambitions

with the need to bring up my children. (03/6)A) consolidate B)

amend C) reconcile D) Intensify 4. In order to prevent stress from

being set up in the metal, expansion joints are fitted which _______

the stress by allowing the pipe to expand or contract freely.

(02/12)A) relieve B) reconcile C) reclaim D) rectify5. Since the two

countries couldnt ______ their differences, they decided to stop

their negotiations. (99/6)A) rectify B) oblige C) reconcile D)

obscureThreshold(4次)1. The most important ____for assessment

in this contest is originality of design. (03/9)A) threshold B) partition

C) warrant D) criterion2. As one of the youngest professors in the

university, Mr. Brown is certainly on the _____ of a brilliant career.

(03/6)A) porch B) edge C) course D) threshold 3. The ________ of

the scientific attitude is that the human mind can succeed

inunderstanding the universe.(01/1)A) essence B) texture C) content

D) threshold4. As one of the youngest professors in the university,

Miss King is certainly on the ________ of a brilliant career.(00/1)A)

threshold B) edge C) porch D) courseRestrict(3次)1. We all enjoy



our freedom of choice and do not like to see it ____ when it is within

the legal and moral boundaries of society. (03/6)A)compacted

B)restricted C)dispersed D)delayed 2. Up until that time, his interest

had focused almost ____ on fully mastering the skills and techniques

of his craft. (02/6)A) restrictively B) radically C) inclusively D)

exclusively3. Her interest in redecorating the big house kept her

________ for a whole week. (98/6)A) constrained B) dominated C)

restricted D) occupiedRetrieve(3次)1. As we know, computers are

used to store and ________ information efficiently. (04/6)A)

reclaim B) reconcile C) reassure D) retrieve 2. The woman was

worried about the side effects of taking aspirins. but her doctor

____her that it is absolutely harmless. (03/9)A) retrieved B) released

C) reassured D) revived3. Well ______ you for any damage done to

your house while we are in it. (00/6)A) compensate B) remedy C)

supplement D) retrievePresume(2次)1. He is a promising young

man who is now studying at our graduate school. As his supervisor, I

would like to＿＿＿ him to your notice. (05/6)A) commend B)

decree C) presume D) articulate2. The professor found himself

constantly _______ the question: "How could anyone do these

things? (02/12)A) presiding B) poring C) pondering D)

presumingPrevail(2次)1. Hill slopes are cleared of forests to make

way for crops, but this only _______ the crisis. (02/12)A) accelerates

B) prevails C) ascends D) precedes2. This book is expected to

_______ the best - seller lists.(00/1)A) promote B) prevail C)

dominate D) exemplify 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目直
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